American Rescue Plan (ARPA) Call for Projects
Application Form—NON-SPATIAL

Regional Multi-modal
Passenger Information System
Regional Significance Threshold—Please check any boxes that apply to your project. If you cannot
check at least one of the boxes, your project does not meet the regional significance threshold and you
should not complete the application.
[X] My project serves regionally significant origins, destinations, and corridors, defined as PACTS priority
centers and corridors, including those identified in Transit Tomorrow and the upcoming Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (an update to Destination 2040). Regionally significant origins, destinations, and
corridors include highly-travelled roads; transportation terminals; employment centers; higher education
campuses; major tourism, entertainment, and recreation venues; equity target areas; and places zoned for
higher density and affordable housing.
[X] My project has systemwide benefits. Systemwide benefits include improving the region’s major
intersections or traffic signal network, applying a technology for system improvement or revenue
generation, supporting the transit customer’s regional experience, or making a significant connection in the
active transportation network.
[X] My project meaningfully reduces regional greenhouse gas emissions or improves the resiliency of the
regional transportation network.

Optional Comments

Municipality/Agency
City of South Portland
Regional Partners—Regional coordination is encouraged. If you are working with other
municipalities/agencies on this project, please briefly describe your coordination efforts.
BSOOB Transit, Casco Bay Lines and YCCAC have agreed to be named in this application as partners. Funding
estimates include anticipated participation by Metro and RTP.
Primary Contact Name
Donna Tippett
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Email Address
dtippett@southportland.org
Telephone Number
207-767-5556
Project Name
Regional Multi-modal Passenger Information System
Project Location—To the extent applicable, describe the location of this project.
PACTS Regional Transit Network including: Regional hubs, terminals, stops and & websites.
Project Description/Scope—Provide a brief description of the scope of the project.
In cooperation with several transit agencies in the greater Portland region, South Portland Bus Service is
requesting ARPA funds for the development of a well-designed and seamless passenger information system
(PIS) to include the following: • Digital signage at key terminals, hubs, and stops; • Responsive companion
web pages for each digital sign to allow private entities to display nearby stop info inside their school, business
or hotel; • A real-time regional map to be inserted on agency and/or regional websites; • A content
management system for each agency to complete easy updates and add service alerts; • Accessory hardware
for displays, • 3rd party data aggregation and hosting • 5-years of 3rd party system support and maintenance
The two main objectives for this project are easy access to accurate transit information for all riders in the
region and the tools required for each agency to publish accurate and timely information. See attached for
more detailed project description.
Purpose and Need—Describe the “problem” this project will solve. What are the regional and/or local
benefits of this project?
This project will build on the lessons learned from the deployment and 5+ years of operational use of the
Clever Devices / Southern Maine Transit Tracker system. Not all agencies were able to make full use of what
the Clever Devices’ system offered. Future CAD/AVL deployments should be tailored to fit each agency,
without sacrificing the rider experience. We will also reflect on the impact of stand-alone AVL systems, which
lack the standardized data format required for multi-modal, multi-agency trip planning. The final result will
be a cohesively planned passenger information network that includes easy to maintain and strategically
located digital signage and a real-time regional map that can be inserted on a regional website or individual
agency websites. By starting this process with the rider in mind, we will ensure that regardless the CAD/AVL
system deployed by an individual transit agency, planning trips in the Southern Maine Region will be seamless
across all modes.
Funding Request—Please indicate how much funding you are requesting for this project. (Please also
note if you have obtained or are seeking funding from other sources.)
We are requesting $380,000 for a complete turn-key solution. In 2014/2015, PACTs designated funding for a
similar project. Metro was the grant lead and funds were to be shared with CBL, BSOOB, SPBS. At the request
of Metro in 2016, that RFP was delayed. It is unclear what funding remains in that specific grant account. If the
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funds are still available, they could be incorporated into this regional project. (see attached documents for
more detail)
Regional Plans and Studies—Was this project included in a regional plan or study? Please list the
plan(s) and page numbers. If possible, provide a link to an online copy of the plan.
The implementation of passenger information technology and digital signage has been included in all regional
transit plans dating back to the early 2000s Recent Plans include: •Tra nsit Tomorrow
o “Adopt
innovative customer service technologies”
o “Expand digital communication” • Transit Stop Access
Project Phase I (p 21)
o Real-time information (displays) ranked as the most important amenity (77%
including it as one of their five picks) • Destination 2040 - Numerous goals, objectives and strategies support
this application.
o “Traveler Information- Implement appropriate ITS technology to provide real-time
traveler information services to regional travelers. • Regional Transit Data Standards Report
o This report
details the use of GTFS for the creation of a regional map and real-time digital displays.
GPCOG's Inclusive Transportation Planning Toolkit—GPCOG's Inclusive Transportation Planning
Toolkit offers resources on best practices for accessible and inclusive planning. We strongly encourage
use of the toolkit in designing and implementing public involvement. Have you implemented any of the
practices described in the toolkit?
Yes
Please tell us about your experience.
This type of project has been included in previous plans and studies and has therefore been part of public
involvement processes. Before launching the project we will seek additional feedback using the ITPT.
Title VI Compliance—PACTS is required to comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
related executive orders and regulations, which are intended to ensure that traditionally underserved
populations are included in the planning process, benefit equally from investments, and do not
experience a disparately negative impact from decisions. Please describe how civil rights requirements
have been or will be considered in the development of this project.
This project will provide direct benefits to the transit dependent riders in the region that rely on public
transportation to get to work, grocery shopping, medical appointments etc. Placing digital signage at key hubs
and transfer locations will make much needed information accessible to all riders.
Access to Jobs—How, if at all, will the project improve access to existing and/or future jobs? (3 points)
A reliable real-time passenger information system and real-time map will make it easier for transit dependent
populations to plan trips across multiple routes and agencies. Minimum wage earners rely on the transit to
get to work. An accurate, up-to-date and seamless real-time passenger information system will reduced
hardships for these workers caused by service disruptions. This type of regional passenger information system
will also encourage commuters from all employment sectors to ride transit.
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Access to Prominent Tourist, Entertainment, and Recreation Venues—How, if at all, will the
project improve access to regionally defined tourist, entertainment, and recreation destinations?
(2 points)
Digital signage at key locations has the potential to include advertising and promotion for tourist attractions
and events in close proximity to stops.
Access to the Region's Transit Network—How, if at all, will the project improve access to the
region's transit network, including regionally defined bus stops,1 ferry terminals, and/or rail stations?
(3 points)
A real-time map, which includes all transit agencies in the region will help all riders visualize the transfer and
connection options that are available. The digital signage at key stops will provide important information
about delays that might affect their transfers to enable riders to plan ahead and avoid bad experiences.
Access to the Region's Active Transportation Network—How, if at all, will the project improve
access to the region's active transportation network, including regionally significant bicycle/pedestrian
infrastructure? (3 points)
Much like tourist destination, digital signage can be used to promote nearby trails, parks and beaches. The
real-time map and google trip planning can help riders see new opportunities to take transit to their favorite
trails, parks and beaches or how they can use transit for a portion on their active transportation journey that
might not be bike or pedestrian friendly without a bus connection.
Universal Access—How will the project accommodate a diverse range of users—including, but not
limited to: older adults, children (including parents or guardians with young children), people of color,
blind and visually impaired people, deaf people and those with hearing loss, people with intellectual
disabilities, people with limited mobility and those who use mobility devices and strollers, people with
limited English proficiency, unbanked or underbanked people? (3 points)
Publicly visible digital signage at key locations will be available to all regardless of access to a computer or
mobile phone. All efforts will be made to have digital signage include ADA options for the visual and hearing
impaired. ADA accessible web map will also provide information for persons with limited mobility to access
information at transit huit. We will also work to incorporate translated alerts into web pages and on digital
signage.
Safety Improvements—How, if at all, will the project improve safety for active transportation users
(pedestrians, cyclists)? How, if at all, will the project aim to reduce crash severity and crash risk, or
improve emergency response, particularly in a regionally defined High Crash Node or Road Segment?
(5 points)

Regionally significant bus stops will include those identified in the Transit Stop Access Project Phase I Report as
potential locations for mini-hubs. The list of locations is included in Appendix B of the PACTS Transportation
Funding Framework.
1
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Digital signage can be used to alert riders of potential safety hazards they might encounter when finishing the
walking portion of their transit ride. This could be in the form of alerts or advertisements. A regional real-time
map will allow riders to plan ahead for areas that might pose a risk. These hazards could be added as a layer to
the map. One example would be a layer that identifies areas of low lighting for night-time commuters with
guidance for wearing reflective gear.
Asset Management—How, if at all, will the project improve the pavement condition and prevent the
roadway from deteriorating into lower categories (reconstruction/rehabilitation)? How, if at all, will the
project improve the longevity, lifespan, and functionality of a transit asset (vehicle, facility, guideway)?
How, if at all, will the project improve the longevity, lifespan, and functionality of active transportation
infrastructure? (5 points)
Any project that increases transit ridership has the effect of preserving pavement by reducing single occupancy
vehicle trips.
Flow of People and Goods—To what extent does the project improve commercial operations and
safety at a regionally significant intersection(s) or corridor(s)? To what extent does the project enhance
truck or rail freight reliability and performance on key corridors (highways, rail) and facilities (terminals,
ports)? (5 points)
Any project that increases transit ridership has the effect of reducing single occupancy vehicle trips and
therefore roadway congestion at regionally significant intersections and corridors.
Social Equity—To what extent does this project benefit or harm the health or mobility of Environmental
Justice (EJ) and Title VI populations? (3 points)
Consider addressing poverty, racial and ethnic minorities, population aged 65 and over, foreign-born
population, limited English proficiency, people with disabilities, households with no vehicles available,
etc.
These populations rely on transit the most and this project will assist with transit trips to work, shopping,
medical and other essential services.
Transit-Oriented Development—Will the project have any impact, positive or negative, on an existing
or proposed transit-oriented development (TOD), or the goals of TOD?2 (2 points)
This proposal includes the installation of a digital sign at the Maine Mall, which is a served by all three fixed
route agencies in the region. GPCOG completed a TOD plan for the Maine Mall in 2020. PACTS also recently
completed a (TOD) Transit Oriented Development Plan for the Saco and Biddeford Mill Districts. The goal of
the plan is to maximize the amount of residential, business, and leisure space within an easy walk of public
transit, and promote sustainable growth by increasing walkability and transit use. Throughout 2020 and into

Transit-oriented development (TOD) will be defined during the development of the Metropolitan Transportation
Plan. Until then, applicants are asked to provide narrative regarding the project’s impact on the goals of TOD.
2
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2021, PACTS planners have worked with municipal staff from both cities, along with guidance from regional
stakeholders, to develop the plan. The study area includes the Saco Transportation Center (STC), a multimodal
public transportation station on the north side of Saco Island
Regionally Significant Locations—Will the project have any impact, positive or negative, on a
PACTS priority center or corridor? (2 points)
This project will include the installation of digital signage hardware at transit hubs and shared stops in priority
centers and along priority corridors. Casco Bay Lines Terminal, Peaks Island, Mill Creek Transit Hub, SMCC,
Saco Transportation Center, the Maine Mall and three other high use locations to be determine. The software
can be used by any agencies to add digital signage at other locations as more funding becomes available.
The priority centers list/map is at the link below if you want to include any of the info: https://data-hubgpcog.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/de229d5a852b4e479864b24b3b70fc4d_0/explore?location=43.660031%
2C-70.323381%2C10.95
Consistency with Local Plans—Is the transportation investment consistent with local plans (e.g.,
comprehensive plan, locally adopted neighborhood plan) and will the investment complement or
support smart growth3 development? (3 points)
Please reference plans, public forums, zoning provisions, etc.
Digital signage at stops is consistent with all local plans that call for transit stop improvements that will
increase transit ridership.
Proximity to Affordable or Workforce Housing—Will the project have any impact, positive or
negative, on the residents of affordable or workforce housing? (1 point)
All agency’s transit routes serve many affordable and workforce housing properties across the region. Having
update information about detours, cancellations, delays etc is vital for transit dependent populations. This
project will provide a much needed improvement to the regional passenger information network.
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)—How does this project impact the number of miles driven in the
region? Does it encourage a mode shift away from single-occupant vehicles (SOV)? (3 points)
Real-time transit information reduces uncertainty for riders and incentivizes regular transit use. Having a realtime map and regional sign network will increase transit ridership, which will reduce VMT.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions—How does this project help meet the state's greenhouse gas emission
reduction goals? These can be found on the Maine Climate Council’s website. (3 points)
Increasing transit ridership will reduce VMT, which will reduce GHG.

3

Smart Growth is defined by the EPA at https://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/about-smart-growth.
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Climate Resilience—How does the project prepare the region’s infrastructure for climate impacts
(heat, flooding, storm surge, etc.)? (4 points)
A regional digital sign network will be useful for relaying messages to the public in areas prone to flooding and
storm surge. Improving transit improves a region’s climate impact resilience.
Attachments
A. ARPA Grant Proposal Passenger Information System.docx
B. STP Fund Transfer Request PIN 020549 AVL_Dynamic Messaging Signs.pdf
C. AVL_Dynamic Messaging Signs TIPRequest7_8_14.pdf
D. Cost Breakdown.pdf
E. Passenger Info System Costs.xlsx
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ARPA Grant Proposal
Regional Multi-modal Passenger Information System
Lead Agency: South Portland Bus Service
Partner Agencies:
Project Proposal
In cooperation with several transit agencies in the greater Portland region, South Portland Bus
Service is requesting ARPA funds for the development of a well-designed and seamless
passenger information system (PIS) to include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital signage at key terminals, hubs, and stops;
Responsive companion web pages for each digital sign to allow private entities to
display nearby stop info inside their school, business or hotel;
A real-time regional map to be inserted on agency and/or regional websites;
A content management system for each agency to complete easy updates and add
service alerts;
Accessory hardware for displays,
3rd party data aggregation and hosting
5-years of 3rd party system support and maintenance

The two main objectives for this project are easy access to accurate transit information for all
riders in the region and the tools required for each agency to publish accurate and timely
information. To meet these two objectives we will follow a multi-step process.
1. Set the project goals and a vision for the regional PIS network
2. Conduct a needs assessment by agency and location.
3. Determine the data requirements to meet the project goals and develop specs for
AVL/real-time data RFPs
4. Design the network
5. Create the real-time map
6. Install the digital signs
7. System acceptance and ongoing maintenance and support.
The PIS will include a content management system that will enable each agency to create
regionally recognizable transit signage tailored to their specific route and stop information. The
first phase will include digital signage at the following locations:
• Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal (2 interior signs)
• Peaks Island Ferry Stop (1 exterior sign)
• Saco Transportation Center (1interior sign)
• Strategically located Stop in Biddeford TBD (1 exterior)
• Mill Creek Transit Center (1 interior sign)

•
•
•

Southern Maine Community College Shelter (1 exterior sign)
Maine Mall (1 exterior sign)
Strategically Located Shared Stops TBD (2 exterior)

The PIS will also include responsive companion web pages for each digital sign, which can
be displayed on any web enabled device such as a smart phone or desktop computer. This
would allow the same information displayed on the digital sign to be displayed inside a
campus, business or hotel lobby with just a web browser pointing to the companion URL.
Planning and Consultation: SPBS in cooperation with the regional partners will issue an RFP for
to hire a consultant that can provide a turn-key solution, training, maintenance and technical
support. Tasks will include, at a minimum:
Planning
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two onsite planning meetings in Maine
A kick-off meeting with all transit agencies to set the goals and vision for the PIS
Individual planning and exploration sessions with each transit agency at their location
Regional network support planning
Data requirements analysis and spec recommendations
Individual display presentation layout and design

Deployment
•
•
•
•
•

Data source integration
Real-time map development
Media player configuration and setup
Onsite visit for hardware installations
CMS training

Maintenance & Support
•
•
•
•
•

Daily data hosting and aggregation of route, stop and schedule changes
Notification of CMS software upgrades or issues
Remote monitoring of all displays, reboot and tech support
Real-time map administration and updates of Google APIs
New staff training

Cost Estimate: Cost estimates were provided by a consultant that has experience planning,
designing and implementing all of the work and deliverables described above. The cost
estimates assume all three fixed route bus services and Casco Bay Lines will participate in the
planning process and hold licenses for the Content Management System. The estimates also
include the cost to integrate real-time data for RTP’s Lakes Region Explorer (LRE) and YCCAC’s

Southern Maine Connector (SMC) if and when they have compatible data feeds. Since LRE data
would likely be integrated on digital signs at Metro Pulse and SMC would likely be integrated on
signs in Biddeford / Saco, it is assumed that these agencies would participate in meetings with
the consultant held at Metro and BSOOB, respectively.

Attachment

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM (STP) REQUEST
FOR TRANSFER OF FUNDS
The transit provider shall complete this form, and E-mail the completed form to the Capital
Program Administrator. STP projects must be capital projects that are listed in an approved TIP
and STIP, and have been part of a public comment period. Once the project is approved in the
STIP by FTA, the Capital Program Administrator will request a transfer of FHWA funds to the
FTA for the STP funded project.
Please provide the following information:
Provider/Agency Name:
Greater Portland Transit District (METRO), on behalf of themselves and:
South Portland Bus Service (SPBS)
Biddeford-Saco-Old Orchard Beach Transit (Shuttlebus-Zoom)
Casco Bay Island Transportation District (CBITD)
Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority (NNEPRA)
Regional Transportation Program (RTP)
York County Community Action Corporation (YCCAC)
Date: September 16, 2014
Contact Person: Steve Kirby, Senior Director of Finance, Systems and New Technology
Phone number: (207) 774-0351
Project: Greater Portland Regional AVL Dynamic Messaging Signs Project
Fiscal Year (of the funding): FY2014/2015
Date of Policy/Executive Committee Approval: October 18, 2012
Date Range of the Public Comment Period: June 25 – July 26, 2013
Public Comments (Y/N): None relevant to this specific project
*If “Yes,” need to provide comment(s) and response to the comment(s).*
Project is included in the TIP (Yes/No): Yes
PIN: 020549.00
Scope of Work: Brief Description of the Scope of Work
South Portland Bus Service, Casco Bay Lines and METRO are currently pursuing the
implementation of a regional Automated Vehicle Location project. The regional AVL system
will enable the use of electronic signs that provide updated vehicle arrival information for
specific stops. These signs are known generally as Dynamic Messaging Signs, and can be
installed at both interior and exterior locations. They can include multi-line Light Emitting
Diode (LED) boxes, and computer monitor-style Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screens.
The Greater Portland Regional AVL Dynamic Messaging Signs Project will install an
estimated 23 of these display modules at high-priority locations around the region (such as
transit hubs, high-use passenger shelters and other waiting areas).

09/17/08
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Installing these signs in high-priority locations will benefit the region and transit providers by
increasing general awareness of transit availability, increasing customer confidence in the
predictability of the service, and reducing the volume of inquiry calls that providers receive
from anxious riders waiting for their transportation. All of these factors will hopefully help to
increase regional transit ridership as well.
Other Information:
Vehicle purchases information: Size/type of vehicle(s), and if the vehicles are for replacement
and/or expansion of the current fleet.
Not Applicable
Budget: Breakdown of Federal/Local funding, and the total cost of the project.
Provide information on the local share (list the source(s) providing the local share).
Federal: $ 171,834
Local: $ 42,958
Source: anticipated mix of funds from provider and municipal budgets, and inkind match/force account from construction/installation costs through municipal
public works
Total: $214,792
RFP/Milestones – Estimated Dates
Project Milestone
RFP Out to Bid:*
Contract Awarded:
Initial Purchase Made:
1st Vehicle/Item Delivered:
All Vehicles/Items Delivered:
Contract Complete:

Estimated Date
May 29, 2015
July 17, 2015
September 4, 2015
October 16, 2015
March 30, 2018
May 1, 2018

*A small number of pilot AVL DMS units may be acquired under the existing AVL equipment
contract (utilizing non-Greater Portland Regional AVL Dynamic Messaging Signs Project
funds). Due to concerns of Substantial Duplication Costs (as defined in FTA Circular 4220, Ch.
VI, section 3.i.), Sole Source Procurement of AVL DMS may be utilized in lieu of an RFP
process for the Greater Portland Regional AVL Dynamic Messaging Signs Project.
For Non-Direct Recipients (Providers that contract with MaineDOT):
W/DBE Form for inclusion in the contract
W/DBE Bi-annual reporting form (due April 15th and October 15th)
Not Applicable
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Attachment

PACTS
Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System
July 8, 2014
Penny Vaillancourt, Policy Development Specialist
Statewide Multimodal Planning Division
Bureau of Transportation Systems Planning
MDOT - 16 SHS
Augusta, ME 04333-0016
2014/2015 TIP Amendment to Increase Funding for Regional AVL Dynamic Messaging Signs
Dear Penny,
This letter is a request from PACTS to amend our 2014-2015 TIP to increase funding for the purchase of a
number of Dynamic Messaging Signs (DMS) that will display real-time passenger information at high-priority
locations from the regional transit Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) project already underway.
As discussed with MaineDOT, PACTS has decided to utilize $118,544 in federal funds available in PIN
13103.00, PACTS Unprogrammed Funds. The Policy Committee approved this request at their October 1, 2013
meeting. The public notice has been posted and the comment period ended June 18th with no comments recorded.
The funds are to be transferred from PIN 13103.00, PACTS Unprogrammed Funds, as indicated below. The
shares are; federal - 80%, state - 0% and local - 20%. The local share indicated below is for illustrated purposes
and to show the total project funding.
WIN

PROJECT/ SOURCE

CHANGE
(TOTAL)

FEDERAL

STATE

LOCAL/
OTHER

13103.00

PACTS Unprogrammed
Funds

($148,180)

($118,544)

$0

($29,636) $0

$53,290

$0

$13,322

$66,612

20549.00

AVL Dynamic
Messaging
Signs

$171,834

$0

$42,958

$214,792

Previous
Amount
Revised
Amount

+$148,180

TOTAL

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any questions please call.
Sincerely,
Ben Lake
GPCOG/PACTS
cc: Carlos Pena, FHWA; John Duncan, PACTS; Lori Brann, MaineDOT

The Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Portland Urbanized Area
970 Baxter Blvd • Portland, Maine 04103
Telephone: (207) 774-9891 • Fax: (207) 774-7149 • www.pactsplan.org

Attachment
Total 5-Year Cost (rounded up for each
category)
Project Planning Consultant/Agency Staff Time*
Data Analysis/Spec Recommendations,
Integration & Hosting
Real Time Map
Content Management System (10 signs)
Signage Hardware & Installation (10 signs)
*For RFP Development, legal review, meeting
facilitation

$ 55,000.00
$
$
$
$
$

90,000.00
115,000.00
70,000.00
50,000.00
380,000.00

Total 5-Year Cost (rounded up for each
category)

$
$
$
$
$

90,000.00
115,000.00
70,000.00
50,000.00
380,000.00

Project Planning Consultant/Agency Staff Time* $ 55,000.00
Data Analysis/Spec Recommendations,
Integration & Hosting
Real Time Map
Content Management System (10 signs)
Signage Hardware & Installation (10 signs)
*For RFP Development, legal review, meeting
facilitation

Attachment

Project Planning Consultant Only
Individual Sessions (Two 4-hour Sessions with Each Agency (4))*
$
Combined Meetings (Two 4-hour sessions)
$
Regional Network Support Planning
$
Display Presentation Layout/Design
$
Travel Budget (2 Trips to Maine)
$
Total for 3 Fixed Route and 1 Ferry Service (with particpation from RTP and
YCCAC)
$

*Consultation and Meeting w/ 3 Fixed-Route Services and 1 Ferry Service.
(Add RTP/LRE to Metro Meeting. Add YCCAC/SoMeConnector to BSOOB
meeting )

12,000.00
4,000.00
20,000.00
5,000.00
4,000.00
45,000.00

Data Requirements Analysis & Spec Development
Data Source Integration (3 Fixed-Route Services + 1 Ferry Service)
Dedicated Hosting & Data Aggregation
Total Cost for 4 Agencies
If available, Data Integration for Lakes Region Explorer & Southern Maine
Connector $6,400 each. (LRE could attend Meto digital signage meetings,
SMC could attend BSOOB digital signage meetings)

Total Cost
for 5 years
Year- 1
Year - 2
Year - 3
Year - 4
Year - 5
$ 10,000.00
$ 25,615.00
$ 6,557.00 $ 6,754.00 $ 6,955.00 $ 7,165.00 $ 7,380.00 $ 34,811.00
$ 42,172.00

$ 12,800.00
$ 54,972.00

$ 54,972.00
$ 89,783.00

Year - 5

Total 5 - Year
Cost

Monthly
Cost

Year - 4

Real-time Regional Map Cost Breakdown
-

Year - 3

$18,000-$24,000 (depending on design complexity)

$ 300.00 $ 3,600.00 $ 3,708.00 $ 3,819.24 $ 3,933.82 $ 4,051.83 $ 19,112.89

Year - 2

Recurring Costs: Google Maps API

$ 500.00 $ 6,000.00 $ 6,180.00 $ 6,365.40 $ 6,556.36 $ 6,753.05

Year - 1

Data Aggregation Hosting

$ 600.00 $ 7,200.00 $ 7,416.00 $ 7,638.48 $ 7,867.63 $ 8,103.66 $ 38,225.78

$ 40,800.00 $ 17,304.00 $ 17,823.12 $ 18,357.81 $ 18,908.55 $ 113,193.48

$ 24,000.00

System Admin and Maintenance
Annual Total

Must have a CAD/AVL service producing GPS data

Regional Map Assumptions:
1)
2) Allow that data to be shared with a 3rd party (Some
CAD/AVL providers only generate data that can be used inside
the agency itself.)
3) The map would be created so that it could be inserted into
an existing web site (i.e. these aren't numbers for doing a
website redesign to incorporate the map, just for creating a
dynamic map with real-time data).
4) Add a 3% escalation cost to Google API and map
maintenance after year 1.

5) Includes: SPBS, BSOOB, CBL, Metro, LRE and Southern Maine
Connector

Content Management System Recurring Cost
CMS Access, Remote Monitoring and Reboot
Media Configuration & Setup
Companion URL for Mobile and Desktop (+ 3% annual
escalation)
Total Annual Cost
137.00

Unit Cost
$ 1,115.00
$ 410.00
$

Year-1
Year-2 (10 Year-3 (10 Year-4 (10
Year-5
Total 5-Year
(10 Signs)
Signs)
Signs)
Signs)
(10 Signs)
CMS Cost
$ 11,150.00 $ 11,480.20 $ 11,824.60 $ 12,180.00 $ 12,550.00
$ 4,100.00

$ 1,420.00 $ 1,460.00 $ 1,500.00 $ 1,550.00 $ 1,590.00
$ 16,670.00 $ 12,940.20 $ 13,324.60 $ 13,730.00 $ 14,140.00 $ 70,804.80

Breakdown of Digital Signage Hardware and
Installation Costs
49"- Landscape or portrait-mount display; SFF
computer (media player); mounting bracket;
Windows IoT LTSC Operating System
Media Configuration & Setup
Onsite Installation
Total Unit Cost
Casco Bay Lines (2 Inside Terminal, 1 Peaks Island
Exterior)
South Portland Bus Service (1 MC Hub, 1 SMCC
Shelter, 1 Maine Mall, 1 Shared Stop TBD)
Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard Beach Transit (1 Saco
Tran, 1 Shared, 1 Biddeford TBD)
Total Hardware Cost
Onsite Travel Budget $2,000
Total Cost for 4 Interior and 6 Exterior Displays

Interior
Display

2,500.00
410.00
560.00
3,470.00

Exterior
Display
(Sunlight)

$
$
$
$

6,940.00 $ 4,970.00

Exterior
Display
(Shaded)

$

3,470.00 $ 9,940.00 $ 6,970.00

$ 4,000.00 $ 6,000.00
$
410.00 $
410.00
$
560.00 $
560.00
$ 4,970.00 $ 6,970.00

$
$
$

Total
Hardware &
Installation
Cost

3,470.00 $ 4,970.00 $ 6,970.00
13,880.00 $ 19,880.00 $ 13,940.00 $ 47,700.00
$ 2,000.00
$ 49,700.00

